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Language awareness blends a) content about language, b) language skill, c) attitudinal education and d) metacognitive opportunities, which allow the student to reflect on the process of language acquisition, learning and language use. All four of these aspects of language awareness need to be integrated into the existing subject areas. Building language awareness also involves helping students gain a positive attitude toward the TL by developing the confidence to make an attempt or take a risk. Introduction to TEFL (Language Awareness). Introduction to TEFL (Teaching Skills). Language Awareness and Analysis in TEFL (Access to CELTA). Language support services. Modern foreign languages. Pre-sessional courses. Language Centre module options. Introduction to Teaching English as a Foreign Language (Language Awareness) (LANG1012). This is a 15-credit module to give you a taste of the CELTA and of teaching English as a second language. Introducing Language Awareness book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Introducing language awareness helps language student